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Tool free Pairing of KingGates STYLO 

There are two way to go - A and B, one of these procedures should pair your gate 

➢ Pairing procedure – A (most models 2013-2018) 
1. Take the NEW remote and press and hold the button to open, for good 6 seconds, then release. 

2. Take the currently working (OLD) remote-unit and: 

a. press, release, wait for the red flashing indicator to turn off. 

b. press, release, wait for the red flashing indicator to turn off. 

c. press, release, wait for the red flashing indicator to turn off. 

3. Within the next 5 seconds - take the NEW remote, and shortly press the gate opening button. 

4. The remote unit should be paired and working, check operation with the new remote for few times. 

5. If not working - repeat the above steps again. 

6. If still not working, you need a gate automation technician to do the programming (may incur extra cost). 

 

➢ Pairing procedure – B (most models from 2018) 
1. Take a working (OLD) remote control unit and press the two larger buttons together simultaneously for 

good 6 seconds 

2. With 5 seconds take a NEW remote-unit and press the two large buttons together simultaneously. 

3. Paring should be done! Check operation with the new remote for few times. 

4. If not working - repeat the above steps again. 

5. If still not working you need a gate automation technician to do the programming (may incur extra cost). 

 

Notes:  

1. Some KingGates items do not support this procedure 

2. Should you need technician for this procedure, for any reason, Technician fees may apply  
 

Allegro and KingGates recommend replacement of the remote’s batteries when: 

• after every 12 month 

• or if it ceases to work 

• or when the indicator light dimming. 

The Warranty for remote-keys is 12 months 

For any further information — please contact your installer or us. 

Enjoy your new remote! 

 

The Allegro/ KingGates, Technical Team 

Allegro Gate Automation             U2 / 49 Biscayne Way Jandakot 6164  W.A.  

ABN: 40-095-334-526                  E: info@allegrogateautomation.com.au  

T: 1300 980 679                                                     

 

Australian distributors for KingGates 
Automation- Italy 

 

Before purchasing and Pairing 
1. Read this page fully. 

2. Tool free pairing works for most of the gates, but not always possible. When not possible, Gate 

Automation Technician will be required for the pairing. This may incur extra cost. It can happen with the 

following cases: 

a. Garage doors does not support the tool free programming. 

b. When remote-unit(s) operates more than one item, and if the systems includes battery-backup function. 

c. Some gate systems do not support the tool free pairing. Industrial, commercial, or any other installation 

and / or setups. 

d. You are not successful with procedure for any reason.  

3. Have both, a currently working (old) and the NEW remote-key(s), ready. 

4. Stand safely about 5 metres from the gate. 

5. Gate must be fully closed while pairing. 
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